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Abstract

The rate of chalcopyrite dissolution by ferric sulfate
solution can be enhanced by the presence of conductive car-

- bon particles. The addition of carbon has been found to
' increase the leaching rate of. chalcopyrite by as much as a
.- ; factor of four. The importance of carbon in the enhanced
-. I leaching of chalcopyrite has been discussed in previous pub-

. lications. The same rate increase has been found to prevail
I for the initial reaction kinetics. To further evaluate the

..- 2, I effect of carbon during the initial stage of reaction, the
- I results from initial rate experiments are discussed in con-
:' "I junction with polarization and spectroelectrochemical mea-

' j. ,L surements. . . '

The initial rate of the .ferric sulfate leaching of
CuFeS/C aggregates was found, to be one-half order with res-
P lect o ferric concentration and inversely proportional to

" I the initial particle diameter, with an apparent activation
energy of 38.1 kJ/mole (9.1 kcal/mole). These initial rate

- _~- I characteristics are similar to those found for ferric sul-
S-, fate leaching of chalcopyrite without carbon and suggest

that in both cases the initial reaction rate is controlled
by an electrochemical surface reaction. However, the ini-
tial rate is three times faster in the presence of carbon.

Electrochemical measurements further support these
.0results. The corrosion current for the anodic reaction of

CuFeS 2/C aggregate electrodes was found to be about five!.!::times greater than that for chalcopyrite electrodes without
carbon addition. Satisfactory agreement exists between

electrochemical measurements and the initial leaching rate.
0 1. It is evident from the polarization curves that the galvanic

coupling between carbon and chalcopyrite eliminates to some
1> extent the passivating effect that has been observed by many

-investigators. These findings suggest that in the absence

o_
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I"-" of carbon the anodic and cathodic half-cell reactions do not
! experience the same potential because of the resistance of a

passivating film. Finally, In-situ Fourier Transform Infra-
, red spectroelectrochemical measurements have been made In an
.':'."attempt to identify the surface reaction product during" the
..-.. "' "initial stages of reaction.
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INTRODUCTION -

The acid ferric sulfate leaching of chalcopyrite has been studied
extensively because of its significance in dump leaching practice and
its potential for the hydrometallurgical processing of.copper sulfide
concentrates. However, the reaction kinetics are extremely slow and

-7seem to be significantly influenced by the nature of the reaction
product.~i

1.* I

. Ferric Sulfate Leaching Studies

Many researchers have attempted to explain the leaching behavior
!of chalcopyrite, but there is not complete agreement in the interpre-
.tation of the reaction kinetics. The ferric sulfate leaching reaction

y - for chalcopyrite follows the equation

,.: +,..CuFeS2 + 4Fe 3 + = Cu2  + 5Fe 2  + 2S0 (1):

. One of the most significant features of the reaction is the formation
of a dense, tenacious sulfur layer.- Some investigators believe that

:transport through this layer limits the reaction rate and explains the
islow leaching rate of chalcopyrite. The very slow leaching kinetics
'of chalcopyrite in ferric sulfate solution has been established by

many researchers (1-6). The significance of the elemental sulfur
iproduct layer in the leaching reaction can be appreciated from the
-experimental results shown in Figure 1. In these experiments the

reaction was interrupted at 40% conversion and the sulfur removed by
-:jdistillation under N atmosphere below 5000C. When the leaching reac-
":. tion was started again, after the sulfur product had been removed,

" the original initial reaction kinetics were obtained. The results
;in Figure I give further evidence that the protective sulfur reaction
product forms a diffusion barrier and the dissolution rate becomes
limited by transport through this insulating layer. This hypothesis

;is substantiated by other results which show that ferric sulfate leach-
~i.ing of chalcopyrite has an inverse second-order dependence on chal-

copyrite particle size, a high activation energy, and an independence
on stirring speed. These rate data have been successfully described

'.. using Wagner's theory of oxidation, which relates the electrical con-
'ductivity of elemental sulfur to the rate of reaction. Analysis of
the ferric sulfate leaching system in this context suggests that the

* rate-limiting process is as depicted schematically in Figure 2.

.-riteIf the reaction kinetics for ferric sulfate leaching of chalcopy-
rite are limited by electron transport in the elemental sulfur reac-
tion product layer, modification of this reaction product layer to
increase its conductivity should increase the rate of reaction.

It is expected that the electrical conductivity of an insulator
phase .(such as sulfur) may be altered by the addition of dispersed...

,% , .. .. . ..
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conductors (7). Recently, Simkovlch et al. (8) found that'small addi-

tions of carbon black to elemental sulfur increased the electrical
conductivity of the system by about 8 to 12 orders of magnitude.
Assuming that carbon particles can be dispersed in the sulfur product
layer and act in a similar manner, the dissolution rate of chalcopy-
rite in ferric sulfate solution would be expected to increase. In
fact such an effect has been established and these results are
summarized below.

Ferric Sulfate Leaching of CuFeS2 /C Aggregates
JI

The extremely slow reaction kinetics of ferric sulfate leaching
of chalcopyrite can be enhanced by the formation of CuFeS 2/C aggre-
gates with particulate carbon (9). The ferric sulfate leaching of
chalcopyrite from these aggregates has been found to increase by 400-

- 600% (after 10 hours' leaching), depending upon the electrical conduc-
tivity of carbon and the carbon particle size, as shown in Figure 3.
The attached carbon particles accelerate the chalcopyrite leaching
rate, which may be explained in part by the improved transport of
electrons through the sulfur reaction-product layer. The increase in
the copper dissolution rate with respect to carbon type correlates

"4 with an increase in the electrical conductivity of the corresponding
carbon/sulfur composites presented in Table 1. Also, the enhanced
reaction rate is dependent upon the particle size and probably upon

.* the number of carbon particles in contact with a chalcopyrite surface.
.. The importance of compaction between carbon and chalcopyrite particles

has been established by the experimental results shown In Figure 4.
Although the leaching rate of the mixture of chalcopyrite and carbon
particles (without pressing) is enhanced, it certainly is not as high
as the compressed CuFeS 2/C pellets. It is interesting to note that
the increased leaching rate is achieved at lower agitation speeds, as
shown in Figure 4, presumably an indication that the aggregate
integrity must be preserved. Also, it has been found that aggregates
of chalcopyrite compacted with non-conductive particles such as talc,
silica, or alumina do not leach at an enhanced rate. These results

. support the position that the conductive carbon particles change the
conductivity of the reaction product layer and such a phenomenon
accounts for the increase in leaching rate.

In addition to improved conductivity, the sulfur product layer
-..- has been found to have a more botryotdal, less protective character.
*e As shown in Figures 5 and 6, the morphology of the elemental sulfurformed during the leaching of CuFeS /C aggregates (CuFeS 2 /Monarch 800

. 25/1) differs significantly from fhe dense, tenacious sulfur which
forms on the chalcopyrite surface in the absence of carbon.

Partially reacted samples. of CuFeS2/C aggregates were character-
ized by x-ray diffraction (XRD). Figure 7 indicates that the chalco-
pyrite peak decreases as the leaching reaction proceeds and the ap-
pearance of the elemental sulfur can be distinguished. From the data

0
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sh6in-in F1gur7,-after 13 hours and 58% reaction, the elemenital s-ul
fur peak becomes quite evident at 26 angles of 23.1, 25.8, and 27.8

,degrees, and the CuFeS2 peak has decreased considerably. In the ab-
sence of carbon, the elemental sulfur could not be detected by XRD.
These results are similar to the results of previous investigators (1)

•; :. ~who have had difficulty in identifying the elemental sulfur product by!
XRD and have described the sulfur as being amorphous. It seems that

'the presence of carbon promotes the growth of crystalline sulfur, and
*"in fact it has been found that liquid sulfur (120C) wets a carbon

surface completely (5). The carbon particles would appear to be ideal1sites for sulfur nucleation and growth.

,Electrochemical Behavior of Chalcopyrite Electrodes

*-beenIn addition to these leaching studies, considerable effort has
been directed toward the electrochemical behavior of chalcopyrite
electrodes in acid sulfate solution. Of course, this research, by
design, has been limited to initial reaction behavior and does not
necessarily describe rate control phenomena for a leaching reaction as',
i it goes to completion.

- Biegler and Swift (10) studied the anodic behavior of chalcopy-
,rite in 1 M HS 4 and 1 M HCl at room temperature by linear sweep f' -" !,voltametry Ai potentiostatic electrolysis. For example, they found

#i jin one case that the anodic reaction involved 6.7 *0.3 F per mole of
-" chalcopyrite. From this data, it was calculated that 86% of the

I 7 sulfide sulfur was oxidized to the elemental form. Chalcopyrite
"dissolution occurred at localized sites, the number of which depended

-. istrongly on potential. The anodic dissolution of chalcopyrite in
.i. general was found to be a non-uniform process giving rise to pits and

' crevices on the electrode surface. At potentials about 0.76-0.86 volt!
',..vs. SCE, the sulfur formed was insoluble In carbon disulfide and was

:suggested to be an amorphous plastic form of sulfur. After standing
over a period of days, the sulfur transformed to the rhombic form. No'
"intermediate solid products were detected at the electrode surface.

. . It was suggested that the physical properties of plastic sulfur way
allow it to form the dense tenacious layer found in leaching experi-
ments (1).

,.. The results from other electrochemical studies at low tempera-
tures indicate that the rate-limiting step for the anodic reaction is
a surface reaction or diffusion through intermediate passive sulfide
layers. Jones (11) carried out potentiostatic experiments in which he
observed a decrease in current with time at low constant potentials.
Other investigators (10,12) have presented similar decay curves. The
continued current decay indicates that a progressively thickening pas-

0 sive film is formed. But the passive nature of the film was found to
diminish as the potential was increased.

-..:-S . -* I .
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.-- Warrn-et-al. (13) studied thi passive and transpassive anodic

. behavior of chalcopyrite in acid solutions at low temperature. Based

.on current and mass balance measurements, two intermediate phases, S,
and S2. appeared to form in the sequence

CuFeS2  S1  S2 (2)1

'. I
In the first step of the reaction, ferrous ions are released Much more*

- rapidly than cupric ions, forming an intermediate structure according
-". 'to the reaction

.21

CuFeS2 * Cul. x Fe l. y $2.z + xCu 2+ + yFe 2 + + zS° + 2ze" (3)

. .. where y > x initially. The compound or defect structure,
SCUj_xFel_zS2_z , was suggested to be an intermediate phase which, mixed,
!with sulfur, forms an electron-conducting passive layer on the mineral'

- surface. This sulfide film is referred to as S Parker et al. (14)
"also refers to the intermediate product as a pol;sulfide having semi-

.': 'conducting properties. It was suggested that the first intermediateproduct S1 decomposes to form a second intermediate S2, releasing
L.." Sequal quantities of copper and iron, according to the following
7. reaction:

: CUl-xFelyS 2-z * (2-z)CuSl.s)+ (1-y)Cu 2 + + (l-yFe2  + 2(1-y)e" (4)1

" The CuS(n. represents a second, nonstoichiometric, intermediate
Sphase s2nwch then decomposes to elemental sulfur at low potentials: i

CUS-ns) + Cu2+ + SO + 2e- (5)

"The growth of the passivation layer results in a rapid decay of cur-
rent at low voltage. Similarly, Hillrichs et al. (15) concluded that
in the transpassive potential range, the surface is mostly free of
sulfur and the current density is mainly controlled by a thin passive
l layer.

Parker et al. (16) studied the electrochemical behavior of the
oxidation leaching of chalcopyrite at elevated temperature (70-90%)
within the 0.2-0.6 volt (vs. SCE) region. They suggested that a semi-

'conductor surface film, thought to be a metal-deficient polysulfide,
S. forms on the chalcopyrite surface during anodic polarization. The

metal-deficient polysulfide is thermally unstable and slows transport

"-' - -',,,-. -.- .----. : -. . : ;-. €, - -,- -.:



-f -n- i d-sl6ws lectron'transferto oxidants. -They concluded that
'!this film accounts for the electrochemical and kinetic aspects of
'chalcopyrite leaching and that product sulfur is of little kinetic

consequence in the leaching of chalcopyrite. Previously cited evi-
-dence would not support this conclusion. Importantly, it should be
,recognized that these electrochemical studies and the aforementioned

- conclusions must be limited, strictly speaking, to initial reaction
*behavior, and results from electrochemical studies do not necessarily
account for leaching reaction kinetics when the reaction goes to
completion.

-'' To summarize, the overall leaching behavior of chalcopyrite is
- not necessarily explained by electrochemical measurements. Neverthe-

!less, electrochemical measurements could explain the initial reaction
- kinetics, and in this regard such measurements are useful. Research

!efforts have been made to explain the increase in the initial rates of'
- '• ferric sulfate leaching by the addition of conductive carbon particles

:to the system. In order to further evaluate the initial reaction
-kinetics, polarization curves for massive and particulate chalcopyrite'
electrodes in the presence and absence of carbon were determined.

-Finally, in-situ Fourier Transform Infrared spectroelectrochemical
measurements have been made to determine if polysulfide intermediates

7 can be detected.

EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments included leaching experiments 'of chalcopyrite in
.9 ferric sulfate solution, electrochemical measurements, and FTIR

'spectroelectrochemical analysis.

Leaching Experiments

*"The effect of particulate carbon additions on the initial reac-

1tion kinetics for ferric sulfate leaching of CuFeS was studied. An
S;experimental technique was developed to obtain contact between chalco-

,.pyrite particles and carbon particles. This technique involved inti-
.: mate mixing of the particles and compression of the mixture to form a

pellet which contained CuFeS2 /C aggregates. Chalcopyrite and carbon
particles were mixed thoroug ly and pressed at 20,000 lbs into pellets'
of 1.3 cm in diameter. The thickness of the pellet depends upon the
amount of sample used, but most samples were 0.24 cm thick. The com-
pression and porosity of the pellet depend on the particle size and
the proportion of chalcopyrite to carbon.

-. 'The chalcopyrite used in these leaching experlents was obtained
from a Pima flotation concentrate. Monosize chalcopyrite samples were

0 prepared from the concentrate by wet screening and sizing with a War-
man Cyclosizer. The chemical analysis of each monosize sample is
_shown in Table 2.

e__
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. Table 2.

Chemical Analysis for Prepared
Monosize Chalcopyrite Samples

- Chemical Analysis
i::: , 'dso size

(microns) Cu % Fe %

S4.6 29.95 26.27
12 30.49 26.35

4 j 28 30.75 27.25
38 31.58 27.73

: Carbons used in this study were obtained from Cabot Carbon Corp. a "

' Fisher Scientific Company.

2: All acid ferric sulfate leaching experiments were carried out in
- one-liter cylindrical reactors immersed in thermostatically controlled
-. water baths as described previously (9).

. . -..

-- Electrochemical Measurements"

29 Electrochemical measurements were obtained using a typical three-'
'0 electrode system with a chalcopyrite working electrode for anodic po- ;
3.- larization studies (a graphite working electrode was used for cathodicl

-studies), a platinum auxiliary electrode, and a saturated calomel ref-I
-erence electrode. A conventional electrochemical system was used in
-this study, Princeton Model 173 potentlostat Model 376 logarithmic

* !current converter and Model 175 potential sweep generator. Potentlo-
* dynamic polarization experiments were designed to examine the nature

:of the half-cell reaction. Some of the electrochemical experiments
were carried out at elevated temperature. Stirring was achieved by
means of a magnetic stirrer.

Three different chalcopyrite electrodes were prepared. Massive
chalcopyrite electrodes were prepared from high-quality natural speci-
mens of Transvaal chalcopyrite. Chalcopyrite particulate electrodes
and chalcopyrite/carbon aggregate electrodes were prepared from
325x400 mesh particles of the same Transvaal chalcopyrite sample and
made into the pellets described above. These pellets were first
filled with Polyscience's Spurr low-viscosity embedding resin and
cured under vacuum. The Spurr low-viscosity embedding resin has an
exceptional penetration property, and thus excellent electrodes were
prepared which could be polished with ease.

A '._
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h ai IlaU-es-the electrode surface was carefully polishedby -
standard metallographic techniques. The experimental procedure was

- -found to be essential to minimize spurious time-dependent effects due
-. to the presence of superficial oxidation products.

"-: The active surface area of chalcopyrite for particulate or aggre- I
'gate electrodes was measured by image analysis. The assumption is
made for this image analysis that all particles are randomly posi-

"tioned and oriented in the prepared specimen. Thus, a simple way of
!characterizing the area of chalcopyrite is by sequentially scanning
' the projected image of the whole electrode surface. The area percent

. of chalcopyrite is recorded for each field. The area percent distri-
: bution obtained from scanning of the electrodes is shown in Figures 8

' d 9. The mean area percentage of CuFeSZ for a typical CuFeS parti- I
.culate electrode is 70.6% while for a typical CuFeS 2 /C aggregafe
- (CuFeS 2 :C = 10:1 wt. ratio) is 41%.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopic Analysis

.I In addition to the electrochemical measurements, the reaction
surface was examined by infrared spectroscopy. A digital Qualimatic

: Fourier Transform Infrared soectrometer was used. The preliminary
2 4. 'study with FTIR spectroelectrochemistry was to analyze the composition:

l5. 1and structure of thin reaction product layer formed on chalcopyrite
6 ielectrode surface. An in-situ measurement was selected because it is

27. a more appropriate method for studying the electrode interface and is
* . table to monitor processes at the electrode interface as the reaction

2. occurs. The details of FTIR spectroelectrochemical measurements are
( Idescribed in the section on Experimental Results.

3 -. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

21 The anodic dissolution of chalcopyrite in acidic ferric sulfate I
S':"solution can be described by the half-cell reaction,

CuFeS 2 + + Fe 2 + + 2S° + 4e (6)

forming elemental sulfur. It has been reported that initially a de-
fect chalcopyrite structure forms prior to passivation by the layer of

,elemental sulfur. Also, some sulfur may be oxidized to sulfate, but
the kinetics of sulfate formation in acid ferric sulfate solution are
quite slow, and most of the sulfur is present as elemental sulfur. In
any case, the formation of a dense and tenacious sulfur layer passi-
vates the reaction and slows the leaching rate to unacceptably low
.levels. As discussed in the Introduction, the addition of carbon
particles reduces passivation to a certain extent and significantly
increases the leaching rate, extending the time for surface reaction
control. ...... ........



-Initi al-KiFt i-6f-Fe-FrH- Su'lf ate '-.. . . -
.Leaching of CuFeS2 /C Aggregates

During the initial stage of reaction, transport through the
Ireaction-product layer cannot be rate-controlling. The reaction must

. I be controlled by surface chemical reaction and/or transport of reac-
"tants. In this study, initial rates were determined by fitting a
second-order polynomial regression curve to the rate data and taking

'the limit of the derivative (da/dt) as time t approaches zero. This
approach provides only an estimate of the initial rates. The initial
rate of CuFeS2/C aggregate is three times faster than that of CuFeS2
!in the absence of carbon (Figure 10). These initial rate data will be
compared to electrode reaction rates in the next section as an indica-

S'tion of their significance.

6., 1 The temperature effect on the initial leaching kinetics of 38-
-." . 'Pm chalcopyrite particles with the addition of carbon was studied.

• Initial rate data from experimental results were plotted in the form
!of an Arrhenius plot as shown in Figure 11, and an activation energy
',v of 38.1 kJ/mole (9.1 kcal/mole) was obtained. This activation energy I

.. is close to the activation energy for the initial kinetics of chalco-
:pyrite leaching without carbon addition, which was found to be 33.5-50:
; kJ/mole (8-12 kcal/mole) (1,17). Figure 12 shows the effect of ferric:

. :sulfate concentration on the initial kinetics. From the plot of tri-
- itial reaction rate versus ferric ion concentration, the order of reac-
:6 !tion with respect to ferric'concentration seems to approach one-half,
--. typical of many surface reaction-controlled electrochemical reactions.:

2' ! The chalcopyrite particle size effect has been studied, and the
beneficial effect of carbon addition seems to be more pronounced for

. coarse chalcopyrite particles (5). The significance of the breakage
3lof coarse chalcopyrite particles during compaction of the aggregate
.. Ihas been observed, but such breakage is not significant for the
4 :smaller chalcopyrite particles. Nevertheless, a linear relationship

ibetween the initial reaction rate and inverse particle diameter (after:
'compression) is obtained as shown in Figure 13. Thus, this supports
'the notion that a surface reaction may be the initial rate-controllingi
step.

." The kinetic aspects of ferric sulfate leaching of CuFeS2/C aggre-
gates are complicated. More than one rate process may be involved
r(9). From the initial kinetic studies, the apparent initial rate of

-0 reaction approaches one-half order with respect to ferric concentra-
- tion, which in conjunction with.the particle size dependence and an

activation energy of 38.1 kJ/mole (9.1 kcal/mole) suggests that the
-initial reaction rate is controlled by an electrochemical surface
*reaction similar to that which occurs in the absence of carbon parti-

S cles. Further, in the presence of carbon particles, this surface re-
:action limitation has greater kinetic significance than in the absence'
of carbon particles. In the absence of carbon particles, the surface
reaction resistance can be ignored and the reaction rate explained .



iisfac-tily Sypiia6-1fE kietcsalne On tIe o.ther h and I h'" i ' .
presence of carbon particles, the rdte is under mixed control and the I
surface reaction must be considered to adequately describe the reac- I

Stion kinetics.I

""Electrochemical measureemnts provide additional data for the

analysis of initial reaction kinetics. The initial leaching rate with'
carbon was found to be three times faster than the initial rate with-

.. out carbon addition. These results may be indicative of a change in I
' the mechanism of the controlling half-cell reaction or may relate to

other aspects of the leaching reaction. The electrochemical data will,
be presented to demonstrate the effect of carbon on the initial kinet-:

'- ics.

The polarization curves for the anodic half-cell reaction of
, massive chalcopyrite, particulate chalcopyrite, and CuFeS2/C aggregate,
- •electrodes are compared in Figure 14. The shape of the polarization

'curves for the massive chalcopyrite and particulate chalcopyrite elec-:
"trode are similar; however, the passivation region of the massive

:. chalcopyrite electrode is more significant. The CuFeS2/C aggregate
24. 'electrode did not exhibit this passivatlon effect during anodic I
- polarization and gave an anodic current significantly greater than the,

Zb 'corresponding current for chalcopyrite without carbon in the passive
2 . region. This observation may help to explain the observed increase of!
,. the initial leaching rate.-,

• p A convenient way to think about electrochemical reaction kineticsi
- is to plot the current/potential curves for the respective half-cells

i. Involved in the leaching reaction. Electrochemical processes are
3 lunique in that the solid may assume a uniform potential throughout,

'- provided ohmic resistance is negligible. The potential may directly
I affect the kinetics of the reaction if slow discharge is involved and
Smay also serve to stabilize intermediate solid phases. If one or more;
electrode reactions occur simultaneously, a mixed potential may exist.
The current/potential curves for the massive chalcopyite electrode and
the CuFeSg/C aggregate electrode are presented in Figures 15 and 16

... , 'both in t e presence and absence of ferric sulfate. The corrosion
- cell which results in the anodic oxidation of chalcopyrite and the

41 cathodic reduction of ferric ion is as follows:

'- CuFeS2 + CuE + Fe2  + 250 + 4e (6)

* or the intermediate anodic reaction,

"CuFeS2._* CUl.xFel.yS2.z + xCu2 + + yFe2 + + zS° + 2ze" (.2)

-.



~and
an Fe3+ + e Fe2+  

(7)

The polarization curves for the cithodic half-cell reactions are
calculated and plotted as dashed lines in these figures. Also in the
case of the CuFeS2/C electrode (Figure 16), the cathodic polarization
curve for reduction of ferric ion was determined experimentally using
a graphite electrode and is seen to be in good agreement with the
calculated curve.

For chalcopyrite dissolution, the mixed potential (or the poten-
tial of zero current) is a corrosion potential and the corrosion cur-
rent represents the rate of chalcopyrite dissolution. Three electro-
chemical processes can contribute to the currents during the corrosion
of chalcopyrite in ferric sulfate solution. These are the oxidation
of chalcopyrite, the reduction of ferric ion on the corroding CuFeS2
surface, and the oxidation of ferrous ion on the corroding chalcopy-
rite surface. Because of the passive product film formed on the chal-
copyrite surface, the anodic currents are remarkably insensitive to
changes of potential between 0.3-0.6 v (vs. SCE) as shown in Figure
14. The corrosion current is limited under these circumstances due to
the passivating film. This behavior should be contrasted to the
behavior of the CuFeS2/C electrode as shown in Figure 16 in which
there is no evidence of passivation. In this regard, it should be
noted that the scale of current density in Figure 16 is five times
larger than that in Figure 15.

When chalcopyrite is in electrical contact with carbon particles,
galvanic interaction may occur which can cause an enhanced corrosion
of the electrochemically coupled reactions. Chalcopyrite with the
lower rest potential will react anodically, whereas graphite or carbon
which possesses a higher rest potential will react cathodically. The
galvanic coupling between graphite and chalcopyrite within the leach-
ing environment will establish a mixed potential or corrosion poten-
tial as shown in Figure 16. Under this condition, graphite is an

* inert electrode, the ferric oxidant is discharged cathodically at the
graphite surface, and the galvanic leaching mechanism can be depicted
in Figure 17 showing the electron transfer from the anodic chalcopy-
rite particle, resulting in the discharge of oxidant species at the
graphite surface.

* Other electrochemical results were obtained from chronoamperome-
try experiments. At constant potential, a plot of current versus time
represents the rate of oxidation. The cumulative quantities of charge
calculated according to the measured current and the corresponding
time are plotted as a function of time in Figure 18 for different

* types of chalcopyrite electrodes. Both the particulate chalcopyrite
electrode and CuFeS2/C aggregate electrode show the current decay with
time but are not as significant as that observed for the massive chal-
copyrite (12). At 82°C, 500 my, copper is produced at a rate of

S'°=
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1.58x10 10 moles/cm2-sec for the particulate chalcopyrite electrode
after 60 minutes. Under the same conditions, the CuFeS /C aggregate

electrode gave a dissolution rate of 9.2x10 10 moles/cmZ-sec. These
results and the dissolution rate calculated from the corrosion cur-
rents at the mixed potential for the CuFeS2/C aggregate electrode
indicate that the anodic dissolution rate is five times faster than
for chalcopyrite electrodes in the absence of carbon. Fair agreement
is achieved between the rate for potentiostatic electrochemical oxida-
tion and the leaching reaction rate. As mentioned previously the ini-
tial leaching rate for CuFeS2/C aggregates is three times faster than
the initial rate for chalcopyrite particles without carbon.

The anodic polarization curves for the CuFeS 2/C aggregate elec-
trode in 1 M H2 SO4 at different temperatures were traced with the
potentiostat as shown in Figure 19. The anodic current increased
significantly as temperature increased. At the mixed potential the
corresponding currents for different temperatures were determined and
plotted against the inverse absolute temperature to determine the
activation energy. An activation energy of 46 k/mole (11 kcal/mole)
is consistent with that determined from initial leaching rate experi-
ments.

Some of the difference between the leaching data and the electro-
chemical measurements is explained because the estimate of the initial
rate from leaching data is limited due to the experimental technique.
In the case of the estimate of the initial rate from leaching data,
the reaction has proceeded to a greater extent and the passivation is
more significant than that observed from electrochemical data. How-
ever, it seems in both cases that the mechanism is the same because of
the similar activation energies and reaction orders.

FTIR Spectroelectrochemistry

" %-The electrochemical methods for studying dissolution kinetics
~* include galvanostatic and potentlostatic measurements which have been

supplemented in some cases by potentiodynamic studies, a-c impedence
investigations, and coulometry. These methods have been useful in
characterizing the anodic behavior of electrodes, but the electrochem-
ical techniques do not provided unambiguous information about the
chemical composition and structure of anodically produced surface
films. Nonelectrochemical techniques used thus far have also been of
limited value. Electron diffraction investigations require that the
specimen be removed from its environment, and reasonable objections to
the interpretation of the results can be raised because of possible
changes in composition of the specimen surface, such as dehydration.
Although ellipsometry is a highly surface-sensitive technique and is

* applicable to in-situ studies, the technique only measures film thick-
ness. In-situ FTIR spectroscopy offers the possibility of obtaining

-. direct compositional and structural information about thin anodic

0_



films. Research has been initiated to evaluate the emission IR spec-
tra for in-situ chemical characteristics of reaction intermediates at
a chalcopyrite electrode under anodic bias.

Chalcopyrite it ielf contains infrared active bonds which should
appear below 400 cm- (18). Reaction products such as polysulfide
films or elemental sulfur would be expected to contain infrarqd active
S-S bonds, Oaving vibrational frequencies between 460-480 cm" (29-21)
and 663 cm1 (see Figure 21). In this regard, FTIR measurements may
provide further information about the reaction product intermediate.

The spectroelectrochemical experiment is a reflectance experi-
ment, in which infrared radiation is reflected off the surface of a
polished electrode sitting in an electrochemical cell (see Figure 20).
and the reflected light is detected.

The resulting single-beam spectrum contains absorption bands due
to absorbing species, in solution and on the electrode surface, but

- - also contains the wavenumber dependence of instrumental energy
throughput, detector sensitivity, and electronic response. To remove
the latter contributions, it is usual to present difference spectra,
which show only changes in absorption caused by a change In some vari-
able, such as electrode potential.

Spectroelectrochemical experiments were carried out as follows:
A polished chalcopyrite electrode was inserted into a cell containing
an aqueous solution of 0.1 N HCIO 4. The solution was degassed by bub-
bling helium through it for about 15 minutes. The working electrode
was then pushed against an Infrared-transparent ZnSe window. This
left a layer of solution about 1-10 um thick between electrode and

* window, minimizing absorption of the radiation by the water. In order
to detect the very small signals due to changes at the electrode sur-

*.face, an FTIR spectrometer (Digilab Qualimatic) was used which allows
rapid collection of many spectra. These spectra can be averaged to
increase the signal/noise ratio. Typically, one set of spectra was
collected over a 10-minute period with the electrode at open circuit.
A second set was then collected with the electrode at a controlled

* potential where a reaction intermediate was expected to form. The
average of the second set was divided by the average of the first set
to give what is essentially a difference spectrum. Peaks pointing up

41" correspond to species present at open circuit which are destroyed at
the controlled potential, and peaks pointing down correspond to peaks
not present at open circuit, but which are formed at the controlled
potential. The spectra of the electrode surface can therefore be
monitored both as a function of potential and of time at constant
potential.

Spectra were obtained over a potential range of 450 m to 1200 mV
(SCE), and at times varying from a few minutes to several hours. An
example is presented in Figure 21. Some peaks are found in the range
of the S-S bonding frequency but did not change in a very systematic

%**
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manner with potential or time. Nevertheless, these results are
preliminary and further research is in progress.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The very slow dissolution rate of the ferric sulfate leaching of
chalcopyrite can be improved by the addition of carbon to form ag-
gregates. In the presence of carbon, the leaching rate increases
substantially and initial rate control by an electrochemical sur-
face reaction becomes evident.

2. The initial rate of the ferric sulfate leaching of CuFeS2/C aggre-
gates was found to be one-half order with respect to ferric con-
centration, and inversely proportional to the initial particle

* diameter, with an apparent activation energy of 38.1 kJ/mole (9.1
kcal/mole). These results suggest that the initial reaction rate
is controlled by surface reaction.

3. Electrode measurements both in the presence and absence of carbon
support electrochemical analysis of the initial reaction kinetics.
The galvanic coupling between carbon and chalcopyrite eliminates
the ohmic resistance of passive reaction product film and as a
result higher current densities are realized. The rate of poten-
tiostatic electrochemical oxidation for the CuFeS /C aggregate
electrode is five times faster than the rate for the particulate
CuFeS2 electrode.

4. In-situ Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopic measurements have
been made to detect the nature of the initial surface reaction
product at the chalcopyrite surface. The preliminary results have
not been conclusive but have demonstrated the potential utility of
in-situ FTIR spectroscopy for sulfide electrodes in the further
study of leaching reaction mechanisms.
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Table 1. The Conductivity of C/S Composites for
Different Types of Carbon and the Leaching
Response of CuFeS2/C Aggregates.

a 0 Fraction
1 ~2 of Cu

5% C/S 15.9% C/S Reacted from
Composite Composite CuFeS2/C
(ohm-c 1  Aggregates

Carbon Type (ohm-cm) (ohm-cm) "1  after 10 hrs

"a Pearl 2000 2.6x10-2  2.2x10 1  0.560

Monarch 800 1.05x10 3  - 0.524

Monarch 1100 9.0x10-4  0.488

Lonza KS-2.5 5.4x10 4  1.6x10 1  0.322

Spheron 6 2.2x10 -4  0.314

Fisher 38 6.2x10 2  0.316

Cerac Pure 9.lx10 2  0.281

Calgon
Activated
Carbon - 2.4x10 3  0.209

Conductivity (ohm-cm)"!
Chalcopyrite (no carbon) - 10+1 0.067

Pure Sulfur - 10-13

*a and a are measured at 5 vol. % and 15.92 vol. % carbon,
relpectivily, in pure sulfur at 90°C.
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(A) (B)-

Figure 5. SEM photomicrograph of partially leached chalcopy-
rite/carbon aggregate by ferric sulfate solution;
(A) do 38 prn, u 0.27; (B) do 38 Prn; a 0.58

o ..

(A) (B)

Figure 6. SEM photomicrograph of partially leached chalco-
pyrite particle by ferric sulfate solution; (A)
do 38 m,; - 0.17; (B) d o -12 jm, u 0.20.
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CuFeS 2 /C Aggregate
N Cupe S2 : Fisher 38 Graphite a10: 1

905 9oC, 90-100 rpm

* 0.4-

0.3

40.2-
I measured by Sedigraph

size analyzer

0.1 2 calculated from surface

0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35

I /do, mlcroh1

% 'Figure 13 Initial rate as a function of inverse initial particle diameter.

220- CuF*S -Cr 4F6"*2S+4@ CuFeS2/C C~S
6 H~~2,, 0.1 AgoaeCFS

.. Agegt Particulate
Temperature 25 'C uFS

180 Stirring Massive

* Scan Rate I mv/see

1 40-

1 00-

20-

0 200 400 b00 500

VOLTAGE *E * mv vs SCE
Figure 14 Polarization curves for the anodic reaction of massive chalcopyrite,
particulate chalcopyrite and CuFeS2/C aggregate electrodes.
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF ELECTROCHEMICAL INFRAREO CELL

Reference Electmd

, " , IR Radiat ion

-as Subble

In Window

Disc Shape Pt Electrode

IFigure 20 Schematic Diagram of an Electrochemical In-Situ FTIR Cell.

FTIR IN-SITU SPECTRA FOR CuFeS 2

CuFoS 2 Electrode

450 mvwev SCE
102 180-190 min.

047.2"*. .
,

- 100 
.."A47

I-

9 SULFUR-SULFUR BONDS

Element Sulfur 460 - 480 cm " ', 663cm4

% Thioeullate 447 cm "1

, Dlthonate 424 Cm1

Disulfide 441 cm1

'.' - 96!!

800 600 400

WAVENUM1BERS, cm"'

Figure 21 FTIR In-Situ spectra for CuFeS2 at

450 zv (vs SCE).
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